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Kubotas keep rolling along on rail works 
QCCS is excited to have taken delivery of  some new machinery 

from Kubota: a compact track loader and a compact tight tail 

swing  excavator. Brad says they’ll be used for drain cleaning, 

drain maintenance and minor earthworks within the rail corri-

dor: ‘The excavator’s been fitted with a height limiter which 

allows us to work under the live overhead wire.’ The machines 

have been put through their paces by Ronan and the crew on 

jobs including this one at Springton Ck Bridge, where works 

included cleaning  and removing existing concrete & grout in 

culvert cells, jacking up cells; installing support brackets & 

formwork at the bottom of each culvert & grouting around sup-

port angles. ‘All works except for grout fill around support an-

gles were completed while the track was in operation,’ says 

Ronan. The job was done on time, on schedule. Nice work! • 

Shady business  

HATS OFF to Richard Tommy for using his head during hot conditions at German Creek 

HME concrete repair. Richard whipped up this makeshift shade hut (complete with bottled 

water on ice!)  allowing him to continue spotting the excavator demolition safely (shadily!) 

and more efficiently. Very cool idea, Richard! • 
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Session may help save life 
IN LINE with our pioneering ‘Change 

the Game’ initiative, which aims to 
raise awareness of mental health 

issues in the Mackay community, 

QCCS staff have participated in a 

number of SafeTALK sessions held by 

Shelly Wyles from the Mackay  

Regional Suicide Prevention Network.  

Sessions aim to ensure participants 

are ’suicide-alert’. This may help in 

identifying someone who may be  

having thoughts of suicide, how to 
talk to them correctly and where to 

get appropriate help. Participants are 

shown how to recognise issues  

surrounding suicide—such as the fact 

that invitations to help can often be 

overlooked—and to move beyond 

common tendencies to miss, dismiss 

and avoid suicide. SafeTALK sessions 

also educate about how to notice and 

respond to situations in which 
thoughts of suicide may be present, 

as well as how to apply the basic 

SafeTALK steps:  

Tell, Ask, Listen and Keep Safe.  

Through being better able to connect 

a person with thoughts of suicide to 

first-aid help and resources, ‘suicide-

alert’ community members are better 

prepared to be a vital link in  
connecting persons at risk with help. 

We aim to ensure all QCCS staff  

complete one of these sessions. • 

SafeTALK attendees, back row, from left: Rick Walton (MI Scaffold), Mark Bogert, 

Stewart Richardson, Zosta Roderique, George Hurren, Corey Waldron, and facilitator 
Shelley Wyles. FRONT: Connor Herring, Luke Saunders and Simon Watkins. 

SafeTALK session participants, from left: Fiona Chambers, Jamie Miosge, Rob Gibson,  

Jonathon Drayton, Shelley Wyles, Mark Sopa, Tery Vincent and Scott Mitchell. 

Dedicated duo  
celebrates ten 
year milestone  
THE STAFF Christmas 

party was a double cele-

bration for two of our  

finest: Richard O’Neill 

and Zosta Roderique, 

both honoured for a 

decade of dedicated  

service—a monumental 

achievement. Thanks 

and congratulations 

from all at QCCS! • 

■ MORE PARTY PICS: PAGES 4-5 
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OUR STAFF Christmas Party—held at the  
QCCS Mackay Cutters function room at  

BB Print Stadium—had an amazing turnout  

of staff and their families. The kids enjoyed a 

jumping castle, face-painting and an ice-cream 

truck. Thanks to all staff for another year of 
service—and here’s to a happy and  

safe new year! • 
PHOTOS: Belinda Colless 

By Leanne (Lil) Carter 
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Fine finish for Funnel Creek bank protection work 
By Richard O’Neill 

FUNNEL Creek batter protection works were completed on schedule even though we hit unsuitable material.  

Rock fill was installed and shaped to stabilise the rail embankment before installing Megaflo geofabric, placing mesh 

& installing weep holes. Shotcrete was placed to complete the bank protection. The whole crew did an amazing job 

and worked hard; whatever it takes to get the job done and always safely and efficiently! ●  

 

Fall fence is finito! 
THIS rockfall protection fencing, 

done by Richard and the team,  
is a  critical safety measure. The 

fence will notify Rail Control,  

allowing them to stop trains if 

there is a landslide or rockfall 

impacting the  

tracks.● 
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Marvel 
on Black 
Mountain 

Crew closes book on successful German Creek stint 
QCCS has wound up another successful  

season at German Creek, thanks to the 2017 
team: Jono Drayton, Luke Geiger, Tery Vincent, 

Dustin Thompson, Richard Tommy, Nathan 

Dargusch, Josh McCormack, Jacob Albrecht, 

Corey Waldron and Rob Elliot. Works included 

concrete remediation, wall construction and  

various maintenance requests. Great work! • 

RICHARD and crew rose to the  

occasion when overcoming  

challenging slope protection works 

with no access on Black Mountain. 

With materials delivered by  

helicopter, the job was  

completed successfully,  

on schedule. Great stuff! 
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      RONAN and crew are going gangbusters on rail 

 jobs around the traps, including excavation 

 & shotcreting works on an embankment in  

Yarwan (pics1,2); and work on gabion 

 baskets supporting the ballast under 

 rail lines at Dingo and Blackwater 

 (pics 3-5). CPQ lent a hand 

with their new pump. • 

1 2 

4 

3 

5 

By Ronan Murphy 

BEFORE commencing the above rail crossing supports we cleaned both sides of the culvert. The QCCS Duaringa team then poured  

the 10 footings required to start forming up the 2.4m x 2.3m concrete headwall supports. Working hard in the humid Duaringa  

conditions, the crew poured the first five headwall supports; stripped, set and poured the last five all before the weekend, with  

the project completed well ahead of schedule. ●  

Rail works going loco 


